
REFLECTIONS OF THE FATHER'S HEART

[Exhortations From The Father]
                                                                                                                                       

[February 8th]

THE VISION OF THE ONE MILLION DOLLAR BANK ACCOUNT

VISION:   

I saw a bank account with $1,000,000 in it. The name on the account was
"X." I heard "X" saying that they were "entitled" to withdraw money from their
account BUT they were NOT WILLING to follow the necessary procedures.

I also saw others who had "forgotten" or were ignorant of their PIN
[Personal Identification Number]. They were expecting to be able to appropriate
their finances without entering their PIN [Personal Identification Number] BUT
No matter how much all of these ones "felt" they were entitled to something that
already belonged to them they still were not able to access [appropriate] their
finances.

The Father spoke to me and said:

The bank account with the million dollars in it is representative of the
totality of one's precious inheritance [Covenant] in Christ.

The fact that they knew they had the money is representative of the spiritual
reality that they, indeed, were aware to some degree that they had a precious
inheritance which belonged to them.

The fact that, in their "own" thinking, they were "entitled" to it is correct
BUT the fact that they sought to partake of that which was theirs APART from
following the necessary procedures [which in this case, called for the accessing of
My Grace - through faith and trust in Me - and in My Word] made null and void
their access to it.

The fact that they were unwilling to enter their PIN [Personal
IDENTIFICATION Number] is representative of "self-entitlement" - which is a



derivative of self-righteousness. 

Those who had forgotten or were ignorant of the PIN are representative of
the ones who have not given My Word and time in fellowship with Me in the
"inner chamber" - preeminence.

The fact that they "felt" they were entitled is representative of the spiritual
reality that they were bound to the realm of sense knowledge and perception - as
their source of "understanding".

The PIN number is not only representative of the means of access [the
appropriation of Grace {divine Ability}, by faith], it is also representive of one's
own personal "Identfication". In other words, the degree of "revelation" one has of
their true Identity, in Christ.

The fact that they were not able to access their bank account is
representative of the spiritual reality that one cannot access or appropriate the
blessings of Heaven apart from a "revelation" - not only of the blessings but, also,
the totality of who I have made them to be, in Christ.

...."Stay in touch with your personal worth [true identity in Christ]"....
Matthew 10:29 Ben Campbell Johnson Paraphrase

FOR

...."every person who lives in accordance with his/her [true] identity [in
Christ] will find fulfillment, integrity, and the unity of their being".... Romans 2:10
Ben Campbell Johnson Paraphrase


